
 

       DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES & APPLIED SCIENCES 

A REPORT ON STUDENT INDUCTION PROGRAMME 

 Part 1 Orientation  

A one day online orientation programme for newly admitted first year students was organized by               

Shree L. R. Tiwari College of Engineering on 2nd February 2021. Respected Principal of the               

college, Dr. S Ram Reddy on behalf of respected Chairman, Shri Lallan Ram Tiwari, Secretary,               

Shri Rahul Tiwari, and Joint Secretary, Smt. Krishna Tiwari addressed and welcomed all new              

students and their parents with valuable and motivational speech describing the merits and             

achievements of the Rahul Education Society. Through his words he envisaged the entire             

forthcoming journey of an engineering student towards a successful and well-established            

position or career in his/her life. He congratulated all newcomers for stepping into the world of                

engineering. He also encouraged them to feel comfortable for online teaching learning during a              

pandemic situation. He filled positive and constructive attitudes among students to face present             

pandemic challenges and inspired them to overcome the hardships of the time and enthused them               

for the normal situation. He talked about the importance of all subjects to complete the course                



along with the necessity to foster values among students through value education program             

“Science is all about knowing and Engineering is all about doing” with these words he assured                

the students that they would get all the opportunities to grow academically and professionally              

through classroom practices, professional training programme, research activities and         

participation in various technical and cultural events. He wished all the best to all first year                

students to achieve good academic heights and great professional developments. 

The IQAC Director and Dean of Research and Development Cell of the College, Dr. Anju Arya                

started her speech with the Vision and Mission of the IQAC (Internal Quality Assurance Cell) of                

the college. She directly emphasized the quality education that is being imparted to the students               

at the Institute. While describing the logo of IQAC which symbolically reveals “excellence in              

education without compromising the culture, and being down to earth with knowledge” she made              

students aware about the importance of excellence of knowledge and quality education. She             

spoke about outcome based education or student centric education and shared that the institute is               

attempting to go for NBA Accreditation after getting NAAC accreditation. She elaborated the             

importance of research for the students in this  dynamic technical world.  

 

 

She listed all the achievements of the R & D cell of the college The college has got                   

collaboration with IIT Bombay and set up its e -YANTRA lab in 2020. Four teachers of the                 

college were trained under IITians to guide our students in Robotics fields and other technical               

fields. She also mentioned that with the collaborative efforts of our students and teachers the               



college has received grant for 10 minor projects from University of Mumbai. Besides this, she               

acquainted first year students with various research activities and development programmes           

being conducted in the college for the betterment of the students viz: Institue as a Nodal centre                 

for virtual lab, Setting of E yantra Lab Internship progrmme with collaboration with many              

companies, ASSOCHAM GIST, NMEICT Datagami Infovision Apart from this she also           

shared informations about Project Competition innovation, Coursera Certification Course         

virtual labs, Unnat Bharat  Abhiyan , Incubation centre.  

Mr. Dhaval Shah -- A multifaceted professional having twenty five years of experience in              

developing and reviewing the business development strategies across many domains. He played            

a pivotal role as CEO for Oracle exa data for the engineering system. He guided students with his                  

excellent knowledge. He gave detailed information of IBM and its scope. He talked about IBM               

Collaboration Course and made students aware about tremendous knowledge gained through the  

course IBM ICE, IBM innovation Centre for Education. He gave a detailed introduction of IBM,               

the most innovative and patron creating companies, has 4 lakh employees working in 170              

companies throughout the world.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

He said that it is a very good effort that the management of SLRTCE has brought a two year                   

program IBM course to the students and he also advised students not to miss it. This course is                  



based more on practical knowledge rather than theoretical. He made students aware that             

thousands of students nationwide have enrolled in 30 plus universities assuring 95% chance of              

placement. Moreover through his words he made students learn how to align themselves with              

this  fast moving technological world and grab the appropriate opportunity at the right time.  

The last session of the orientation was conducted by Mr. Praveen Jangid, Assistant professor              

Department of Computer Science. The session was quite informative and useful for our new              

comers who are completely going for online teaching learning practices during the pandemic             

situation A detailed information along with practical use of Googleclasroom – one of the most               

appropriate tools of online teaching was perfectly and elaborately given by Prof. Praveen Jangid.  

All the sessions were a great help to all first year engineering students. They really enjoyed the                 

sessions and received much needed information to get familiar with the new learning             

environment. This was indeed a great success for the First Year Department too, which has to                

run all the  academic activities smoothly throughout the semester. 


